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Abstract 

A smart home service is provided by following several contexts of environment and 

user activities. Moreover, some contexts are common for different services. So, it is 

unwise to separately compute the same context for different services due to the processing 

time cost, here a context reusable mechanism can significantly reduce the context 

computing cost. For this purpose, middleware-based implementation is a good 

alternative. Middleware uses raw data through sensors and user profiles from database 

then generates context using these data, and finally conveys context to applications. In 

this paper, we propose a middleware architecture that shares context in a cooperative 

manner so that it can be reused among applications. Basically, this middleware generates 

a particular context at once for a time interval and disseminates among registered 

applications using a new mechanism. Measuring inequality of the context computing time 

over application-based implementation exposes the effectiveness of this middleware. 
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1. Introduction 

The smart home is fitted with different types of sensors, actuators, home appliances, 

smart devices, and so forth; and can provide services to home occupants based on the 

current context. By context, we refer to any information that can be used to characterize 

the situation of an entity, where an entity can be a person, place, or physical or 

computational object [1]. To effectively realize a smart home service, we need to 

implement a software system, called smart home middleware, to support i) acquiring 

context information from various sources and producing context, ii) processing and 

reasoning of context, and iii) carrying out dissemination of context to interested parties. 

Every application needs a set of contexts to provide a service. Middleware computes 

those contexts and shares among applications without separately considering each 

application. To provide this facility, we present a middleware that supports cooperative 

context dissemination. 

Several context-aware systems have been developed to demonstrate its usefulness. 

Refs [2] and [3] present application-based context-aware systems to provide personalized 

medical services. Extension of the application area of the above systems is difficult due to 

the lack of a separate middleware. Refs [4] and [5] propose middleware systems to 

provide context-aware services in the smart home. Another similar research work 

implements a smart classroom service [6]. But none of the above addresses cooperative 

characteristics of middleware systems. On the other hand, our middleware supports 

cooperative context sharing which reduces context computing time cost significantly, 

while the OSGi-based service oriented implementation helps system extension in 

multiple-domains. We have developed a context reasoned on a rich resource device e.g., a 

home server, which also assists in reducing context computing time. Moreover, the 
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context is modeled based on ontology [7] using OWL- Web Ontology Language which 

enables logic inference and context consistency, presented in Ref. [8]. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2, middleware architecture is 

presented in details. In Section 3, implementation of this middleware architecture is 

presented. Then, in Section 4, cooperative characteristic of this middleware is discussed 

and finally, in Section 5 authors conclude this paper and indicate future plan.  

 

2. Cooperative Middleware Architecture 

Figure 1 shows our middleware architecture. The three main layers in the hierarchical 

design are the context provider layer, context processing layer and context-aware 

application layer. The context provider and application can reside on any computational 

device e.g., smart phone, laptop, pc, or server. But the context processing layer resides 

only on a server. 

 

 

Figure 1. Three-layer Cooperative Middleware Architecture 

2.1. Context Provider Layer 

 The context provider performs the task of context information acquisition, 

producing low-level context and conveying this to registered services i.e., 

application or context processor. Sensors may provide information with its own 

format e.g., a location sensor provides location using a specific coordinate system; 

but in the real world, we need more high level information. For example, instead of 

coordinates, we need information like bedroom, living room, home or office. To 

make this high level symbolic information, the context provider uses mapping 

techniques. Similarly, for temperature, we need to know whether it is cold, warm or 

hot. Here, a fuzzy function provides more precise information from several 

overlapping temperature groups. Using this symbolic information, the context 

provider generates a simple context with the help of context ontology where the 

ontology semantically represents domain knowledge. For example, the ontology 

provides a relation between location and temperature which is ‘hasTemperature’; 

and the context provider produces a simple context: hasTemperature(bedroom, 

cold). 

 

2.2. Context Processing Layer 

The context processor decides whether a context is needed to combine with others 

to make a high-level context. High-level context may be computed from combining 
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only low-level contexts or both low-level and high-level contexts in a hierarchical 

fashion as shown in Figure 2. 

 

 

Figure 2. Context Combination Hierarchy 

The context reasoner is an inference engine that is responsible for computing 

high-level context from low-level contexts using rules and domain ontology. It 

supports two types of reasoning: ontology reasoning and user-defined rule-based 

reasoning. Ontology reasoning retrieves the relations between context entities and 

maintains class consistency. On the other hand, rule-based reasoning asserts new 

contexts from other contexts. In this middleware, we implement rule -based 

reasoning using a forward chain algorithm based on the RETE algorithm [9]. Here a 

context processor with context reasoner acts as a context provider. Equation 1 

shows a user-defined rule to deduce a person’s current status. 

Person(?x)˄BedRoom(?y)˄PIR(?r)˄BedPressure(?p)˄hasLocation(?x,?y)˄isPos

itionOf 

(?y,?r)˄isPositionOf(?y,?p)˄hasMotion(?r,false)˄hasStatus(?p,ON)→engagedIn(?

x,Sleeping)                                                                             …… …….  (1) 

A registration service provides facilities to declare the capabilities of context 

providers and the context processor. The registration service stores the entity name, 

context type and access point of each registered context provider in the context 

base. It is also able to track and adapt to the dynamic changes of context providers 

based on adding or removing sensors in the smart home. 

 

2.3. Context-Aware Application Layer 

An application generates smart home services using the required contexts. The 

application gets the access point of a context provider through context delivery. 

That means that the context delivery gets a query from applications and, after 

processing that query, returns the required context provider access point. Then the 

application can directly access the context provider. Based on the selected service, a 

set of commands is generated to control home appliances as a response to this 

service. 

 

3. Implementation 

We adopt the OSGi [10] service platform, which is a software stack as shown in Figure 

3. It provides a bundle management mechanism to control and manage several services. 

We implement middleware components as services using Java. We develop the context 

provider and application as distributed independent services where we use Java RMI as 

the communication mechanism. At the time of system initialization, applications get the 
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requested context providers’ access point to directly receive the context from those 

context providers. 

 

 

Figure 3. Software Architecture For The Osgi Service Platform 

 

4. Cooperative Characteristic  

The context provider produces a context which is used by applications. Different 

applications provide different services at different times based on the current context. 

Instead of separately producing a context for each application, the middleware produces 

the context at once for a time interval and shares among applications.  

We can describe the cooperative characteristic with the example of smart home 

applications. Suppose a home user enters into his bedroom; an RFID tag will provide his 

location, and the light adjustment application turns on the room light based on the 

location context. The temperature control service needs the user location and current 

temperature context in that location to adjust the temperature based on that user’s 

preference. In the case of a sleeping service, the application needs some additional context 

such as a motion context provider that provides no motion in the room, and a pressure 

detection provider that provides the pressure sensor on the bed is ON. Then, the 

application provides a sleeping service (turn off light, close window curtain and adjust 

room temperature) that combines the previous location and the temperature context, and 

the newly received motion and pressure context. Here, the same location context is shared 

among three applications and the temperature context is shared between two different 

applications.  

Consider that the separate context computing times of location, temperature, motion 

and pressure are lt, tt, mt, and pt, respectively. In the case of our middleware-based service 

implementation, the total computing time of these contexts for the mentioned three 

services is (lt+tt+mt+pt)ms. On the other hand, for application-based implementation, 

without middleware, the context computing time of the same three services is 

{lt+(lt+tt)+(lt+tt+mt+pt)}ms or {(2lt+tt)+(lt+tt+mt+pt)}ms. Using inequality, we can 

compare these computing times as (lt+tt+mt+pt)˂{(2lt+tt)+(lt+tt+mt+pt)}. In the worse 

case, where distinct contexts are required for different services, the context computing 

time for both implementations will be the same. Thus, we can finally revise the inequality 

as, (lt+tt+mt+pt)≤{(2lt+tt)+(lt+tt+mt+pt)}.  

Obviously, our implementation is more efficient compared with application-based 

implementation. Moreover, if the number of applications increases, the shared 

contexts will also increase, while the context computation cost will be significantly 

reduced. Hence, applications and context providers of the middleware cooperate 

among each other. So, we call our middleware supports context sharing in a 

cooperative manner. 
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5. Conclusions  

In this paper we have presented context-aware middleware design and its cooperative 

characteristic. The cooperative property facilitates middleware to provide service in time 

by reducing the context computation cost. This middleware demonstrates acceptable rates 

of correct service for users by inferring the current context in the smart home. In the 

future, we will extend our middleware for multiple-domains. 
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